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security during the decade before 1914. These are the years
when pacifism spread and deepened on the Left, and that old
role of standing for national security and independence which
had most distinguished the Left of Gambetta's day became now
the role of the Right—the traditionalists and clericalist-mili-
tarists such as the Action frangaise^ and the Conservative Re-
publicans. The doctrine that 'the worker has no country' was
replacing the old Jacobin tradition of *the country in danger'.
Gustave Herve, a follower of Deroulede and the Boulangists
when young, became a leading pacifist. He edited the anti-
militarist Piou Piou de I'Tonne. He came to represent the ex-
treme pacifist wing of the Socialist Party, embarrassing to
Jaures and the moderates: until he became a noisy patriot
again in the war and post-war years. In August 1914 his
pacifist weekly La Guerre Sociale became overnight the fire-eat-
ing daily La Victoire, urging can authoritative Republic'. He
published, in 1935, the curiously prophetic pamphlet We need
Ptiain. So does the link between wartime nationalists and post-
war defeatists become apparent. The counterpart is Jacques
Doriot, most vehement of Communists before 1914, most
muscular of Fascist collaborators after 1940. Extremes of Right
and Left, nationalist and Marxist, could meet and join hands
in the face of imminent defeat and in common dislike of the
parliamentary Republic.1
One significant issue was, however, settled in these years. It
concerned the relation between those two agencies of middle-
class predominance already described, parliament and admin-
istration. Developments in trade unionism raised the funda-
mental question: how far should tiiefonctionnaires be allowed to
1 Gustave Herv6 is a significant and unduly neglected figure in the
transitions of opinion in these years. His pamphlet of 1935 (which some
have argued reveals the hand more of Alibert, friend of Maurras and
Plain's first Minister of Justice in June 1940) was widely read at the
time. It includes the ominous remark: 'In peace time it is not possible
to upset a regime by a coup d'Jtat, unless that regime is acquiescent and
has no supporting elements in the armed forces, the civil service, or
the population. Only in wartime and especially in a moment of defeat,
when every citizen is armed, can the operation succeed' (p. 60).

